Human population genomic studies have repeatedly observed a decrease in heterozygosity and an increase in linkage disequilibrium with geographic distance from Africa. While multiple demographic models can generate these patterns, many studies invoke the serial founder effect model, in which populations expand from a single origin and each new population's founders represent a subset of genetic variation in the previous population. The model assumes no admixture with archaic hominins, however, recent studies have identified loci in Homo sapiens bearing signatures of archaic introgression. These results appear to contradict the validity of analyses invoking the serial founder effect model, but we show these two perspectives are compatible. We also propose using the serial founder effect model as a null model for determining the signature of archaic admixture in modern human genomes at different geographic and genomic scales. 
Introduction
Research in human evolution relies on multiple fieldssuch as archaeology, genetics, and linguistics -to give a history of Homo sapiens during the last hundred thousand years. In the last decade, investigations of worldwide human genomic variation based on multiple genetic marker types have observed three robust trends in summary statistics as a function of increasing geographic distance from Africa ( Figure 1 ; see also DeGiorgio et al. [1] ): a decrease in heterozygosity, an increase in linkage disequilibrium (LD), and an increase in the frequency of derived alleles [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Analyses of genomic datasets from human pathogens and parasites have also observed a reduction in heterozygosity as a function of distance from Africa [9] [10] [11] . Further, studies of anthropometric [12, 13] , economic [14] , cultural [15] , and linguistic data [16] have reported that population-level diversity in various traits follows this same pattern.
These studies each interpreted the observed reduction in trait diversity out of Africa as reflecting the population and geographic expansion of modern humans in the last 45k-60k years by invoking a model for the great human expansion known as the 'serial founder effect model' [2, 3, [17] [18] [19] [20] ). In a serial founder effect model, a series of successive bottlenecks from a single origin of expansion produces a stepwise increase in genetic drift -and consequent decrease in genetic diversity -as a function of geographic distance from the origin. Although the ability to identify a unique model for human evolutionary history from genome-wide diversity patterns has generated debate across a range of disciplines (for example, [1, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] 30 ,31,32 ]), the serial founder effect model has proven to be a useful framework for both understanding the dynamic nonequilibrium history of human populations and identifying origins of large-scale human population expansions [6, 19, [33] [34] [35] . However, emerging high-quality archaic genomes and genomic datasets sampling increasing numbers of individuals from diverse human populations have shed new light on the complex demographic events that characterize human evolutionary history. Thus, the time is ripe to examine where the assumptions of the serial founder effect model falter, and what we can learn from genomic regions and populations in which genomic diversity patterns diverge from those predicted by the model. We focus here on one particular assumption: the serial founder effect model, as invoked by Prugnolle et al. [2] and Ramachandran et al. [3] , implicitly assumes that admixture with archaic hominins did not play a substantial role in the evolutionary history of H. sapiens (see also DeGiorgio et al. [1] , Pickrell and Reich [29] ). Here, we review observed patterns of human genomic variation from large-scale studies in the last five years, examine this assumption closely in light of these empirical results, and propose a framework for disentangling the signatures of archaic introgression from those of modern human population interactions in worldwide human genomic datasets.
Human genomic variation reveals intercontinental clusters and intracontinental admixture
Analyses of human genomic data from globally distributed populations repeatedly find that multilocus genotypes from human populations produce genetic clusters largely corresponding to major geographic regions [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . Within continents, inferred genetic clusters may identify geographically or culturally isolated populations, distinguish among various subsistence strategies, or reveal signatures of gene flow [8, 42, 43] .
The existence of genetic clusters among worldwide human populations has been challenged for multiple reasons [44] [45] [46] . One point of contention regarding the 'clusteredness' of humans is particularly relevant to this review: Serre and Pääbo [47] questioned whether the identification of clusters from human multilocus genotype data is an artefact due to the sampling design of datasets such as the Human Genome Diversity Panel [4, 5, 37, 48] . In response, Rosenberg et al. [38] showed that inferred clusters arise not from the geographic dispersion of sampled individuals, but rather are generated by small discontinuous jumps in genetic distance for population pairs on opposite sides of geographic barriers ( Figure 2 and [44] ).
The serial founder effect model assumes no gene flow between neighboring populations, and generates a positive correlation between genetic distance and geographic distance among population pairs [3] . As was observed by Rosenberg et al. [38] using microsatellite data, we find that the effect of a barrier that delineates a continental region -such as a large mountain range or a continental shelf -is to add to pairwise genetic distance between populations beyond the value predicted by geographic distance alone. In the case of HGDP SNP data analyzed in Figure 2 , crossing a barrier adds 0.0703 to pairwise F ST , the equivalent to traveling approximately 9764 km within a continental region.
Thus, Figure 2 strongly suggests that qualitative features of the serial founder effect model hold true for human evolutionary history: modern human genetic diversity generally reflects a stepwise accumulation of genetic drift across geographic barriers, and intercontinental migration was not the norm in human evolutionary history. This is borne out by analyses of diverse human populations in conjunction with the HGDP [6] [7] [8] 34, 35, 49, 50] . Further, the bottlenecks in the serial founder effect model, which increase drift and short-range linkage disequilibrium [51] , is supported by studies that infer parameters for human demography, all of which identify bottlenecks during the peopling of new continental regions [52] [53] [54] [55] . Indeed, models that attempt to recreate genomic patterns of LD and heterozygosity without bottlenecks must invoke either very carefully constructed migration rates [29] or an instantaneous divergence model with monotonically decreasing population sizes [1] .
In contrast to observed intercontinental clusters, analyses of intracontinental human genomic variation indicate limited population structure within continents (see Novembre et al. [56] ), with counterexamples corresponding to unique population histories and waves of migration (for example, in sub-Saharan Africa [8] , the Americas [43, 49] , and India [57] ). However, two populations which notably diverge from the expected increase of genetic distance with geographic distance shown in Figure 2 are the Hazara and Uygur, admixed populations deriving equal ancestry from Eurasian and East Asian genetic clusters inferred by Rosenberg et al. [38] . This deviation reflects the genomic signature of modern human admixture across geographic barriers, one of the situations in which the assumptions of the serial founder effect model are violated. Next we review empirical genomic patterns of archaic admixture with modern humans, which also deviate from patterns predicted by the model.
Genomic signatures of archaic admixture in H. sapiens
After years of debate regarding the contribution of archaic hominids to the modern human gene pool, studies taking advantage of recent advances in the amplification of DNA from ancient human remains have produced compelling evidence that archaic admixture occurred with ancestral modern humans. Further studies have shown that some of these introgression events were important for adaptation within modern human populations (see Racimo et al. [58] for a review). Although archaic hominin mitochondrial and Y-chromosomal haplotypes are not present among any modern humans [59, 60 ], several studies of modern human populations outside of Africa infer genome-wide levels of archaic admixture ranging from 1% to 8% originating from more than one admixture pulse [61] [62] [63] 64 ,65 ]. When combined with a serial founder effect in simulation, these inferred levels of archaic admixture produce genomewide patterns in summary statistics like those observed in modern human data and unique patterns of population structure at a small fraction of loci in the human genome. In contrast, archaic admixture of 10% or greater both inflates measures of linkage disequilibrium and leads to a discontinuous relationship between heterozygosity and geographic distance [1] . [38] . Both regression coefficients are significantly different from 0 ( p < 0.001); R 2 = 0.773. Regression analyses reflecting the same qualitative pattern were generated by Rosenberg et al. [38] using microsatellite data in the HGDP.
Three genomic signatures are used to localize regions of archaic introgression in modern human genomes: identifying firstly, loci where non-African modern humans carry a derived single-nucleotide variant seen in archaic hominins but not in Africans [61, 66] ; secondly, non-African haplotypes with low sequence divergence to an archaic haplotype but high sequence divergence to African haplotypes [67] ; and thirdly, candidate haplotypes bearing the two previous signatures with lengths consistent with interbreeding between 40 and 90 kya [68, 69] . Loci meeting these criteria can then be tested for signatures of adaptive or balancing selection; to date, candidate genes for adaptive archaic introgression belong to skin pigmentation, immune, and metabolic pathways [58,61,67,70-73,74 ,75,76 ,77] .
While adaptive introgression has been shown for select genomic regions, individual maps of archaic ancestry in modern humans suggest that introgression also was associated with deleterious fitness consequences for modern humans [78] . For example, Sankararaman et al. [75] find that genic regions exhibit reduced Neandertal ancestry, implying that modern human genetic lineages bearing archaic sequences have been removed by purifying selection over time.
Our understanding of the relationship between ancestral modern humans and archaic hominins is limited by the small number of high-quality genomes available from archaic individuals. Although technology for extracting whole genomes from ancient hominin and human remains is improving at a fast pace, there are regions of the world that may never be represented in genomic studies of archaic hominin or ancestral modern human remains, due to unfavorable climates for DNA preservation in fossils. The recent development of methods for constructing individual maps of archaic ancestry from modern human population-genomic data and reference archaic genomes is thus a promising approach to gain insight into hominin evolutionary history, and one with power to exhume population-genomic information from extinct hominins without a large collection of archaic sequences [64 ,65 ,75,79 ] .
Leveraging the serial founder effect model in scans for archaic introgression
While the genome-wide patterns in Figure 1 are wellpredicted by the serial founder effect model, population genomic data are shaped by a plethora of evolutionary events beyond bottlenecks: including, but not limited to, population expansions, admixture (with archaic hominins and among modern humans alone), slavery, isolation, and adaptation [80] . Each of these events leaves its own genomic footprint, which might be either distributed genome-wide (e.g. an excess of rare variants genomewide due to post-agricultural population expansions [81] ) or more confined to a local genomic region (e.g. support from X-chromosomal variation for male-biased European ancestry in African Americans [42] ). Here we suggest an integrative framework for reconciling the coexistence of genomic signatures of archaic admixture with genomic signatures of modern human demographic processes: by using the robust genome-wide patterns present in intercontinental human population genomic datasets and predicted by the serial founder effect model as a null model, we can identify local genomic regions deviating from those patterns in predictable ways that indicate gene flow from archaic hominins (Figure 3) .
Archaic introgression at a given locus leads to an increase in LD at that locus relative to genome-wide levels of LD predicted by the serial founder effect model (Figures 1b,  4a ,b, and [58] ). In Figure 4a , the East Asian populations in the HGDP show a clear inflation in LD at the OAS gene cluster involved in immune response to viral infection; Mendez et al. [72] identified $185 kb introgressed from Neandertals into present-day non-Africans (particularly in Oceanic individuals and Indonesians) in this gene cluster. Arguably the most celebrated example of archaic introgression occurred from the Denisovan lineage into Tibetans at the gene EPAS1, which encodes a transcription factor affecting response to hypoxia at high altitudes ( Figure 4b ). Analyses of a single genome from the southern Chinese Dai population did not reveal either the Denisovan EPAS1 haplotype or excess allele sharing with the Denisovan genome [63, 74 ] ; Huerta-Sanchez et al. [74 ] further note that three single-nucleotide variants in EPAS1 are private alleles shared only between Tibetans and the archaic Denisovan genome, and that the putatively beneficial EPAS1 haplotype is not observed in Melanesian modern humans or in the Altai Neandertal from Siberia [82 ] . However, analysis of population genomic data has found higher Denisovan ancestry in southern Chinese populations -such as the Dai, highlighted in Figure 4b -than in northern Chinese populations [83] .
Other evolutionary forces, notably selection in the modern human lineage, can also lead to a local genomic increase in LD relative to the genome-wide pattern. Strong positive selection, for example, should lead to an increase in LD for the population or populations with the adaptive allele. In Figure 4c , we observe inflation in LD worldwide in the highly conserved gene FOXP2, a transcription factor crucial for language development [84] and part of an 11 Mb introgression desert [65 ] . In fact, Kuhlwilm et al.
[85 ] classify a 150 kb segment within FOXP2 as exhibiting signatures of gene flow from modern humans into the Altai Neandertal (see also Coop et al. [86] ). Conservation through strong purifying selection is expected to inflate measures of LD [87] , but will produce a different genomic signature than introgression: many human populations, including those in Africa, should be affected to a similar degree (Figure 4c) , in contrast to the local genomic signatures expected under positive selection confined to a particular geographic region (Figure 4a,b) .
In Figure 4 , we illustrate the utility of comparing patterns predicted by the serial founder effect model to local genomic patterns at known targets of archaic introgression and conservation by a simple comparison to a linear model generated by genome-wide data. Similar comparison of local genomic patterns to genome-wide patterns are often explored to determine the relative roles of hard adaptive sweeps versus demographic processes in shaping modern human genomic variation [88] [89] [90] . As more diverse human populations and archaic samples are sequenced at higher coverage, identifying loci undergoing archaic admixture will be done with greater precision. New methods will undoubtedly be developed that combine multiple statistics and multivariate outlier detection for this purpose (as was done to detect positive and balancing selection by Hunter-Zinck and Clark [91] ). We suggest that the framework in Figures 3 and 4 outlines a fruitful avenue for future research, allowing investigators to disentangle the genome-wide footprints of modern human demographic history from evolutionary forces such as archaic admixture, selection, and conservation that act on local genomic targets.
Conclusions and future directions
DNA from human and archaic hominin remains offers unique snapshots into the evolutionary history of our species. However, our ability to integrate this data type into analyses of present-day human population genomic data is hampered by -and may always be hampered by -the limited number of archaic hominin samples with high-quality genomic data. More work needs to be done to evaluate how the systematic dearth of archaic samples in certain parts of the world biases downstream inferences. Additionally, the interaction between genetic drift in modern humans and pulses of archaic admixture has been underexplored (but see Skoglund and Jakobsson [83] ). Therefore, approaches to identify the genomic signatures of archaic admixture from present-day human genomes, such as those developed by Vernot and Akey [64 ] , Vernot et al. [65 ] , Sankararaman et al. [75 ,79 ] , will be crucial to inferring hominin evolutionary history. Here we propose one approach for identifying targets of archaic introgression in modern human genomes that leverages the robust genome-wide patterns predicted by the serial founder effect model, and scans for regions that diverge from these genome-wide patterns. Further evaluation and development of our framework -particularly in the form of methods for determining the 144 Genetics of human origin A new framework for identifying genomic targets of archaic introgression, by scanning for a localized inflation of linkage disequilibrium relative to genome-wide levels. Genome-wide linkage disequilibrium (LD) increases linearly with distance from the source population, matching expectations from the serial founder effect model (bottom left). This pattern is disrupted at specific genomic regions with traces of archaic introgression (area outlined in dashed blue), which inflates LD in specific populations or geographic regions relative to genome-wide expectations (bottom right).
genome-wide significance of local genomic patterns of population-level heterozygosities -will be necessary before this framework can yield statistically sound inferences; still, we believe that the proposed framework will ultimately be a versatile and fruitful one. For example, future studies could use simulations to learn expected patterns of genome-wide versus local genomic diversity under a range of models that violate the assumptions of the serial founder effect: adaptive selection, super-exponential growth, and various pulses of archaic admixture (as studied by [65 ,72,79 ,92 ] , who aim to differentiate between signatures of Neandertal versus Denisovan admixture).
The framework we propose also underscores the fact that the relative role of archaic admixture in shaping presentday human genetic variation is small when compared to the genomic footprint of modern human population Linkage disequilibrium (LD) in loci undergoing archaic introgression and various forms of selection deviate from the patterns predicted by a serial founder effect model. LD is calculated among SNP pairs 10kb apart as in [4] , and error bars are standard errors of mean LD across all SNP pairs within each analyzed genomic region. Symbols match those in Figure 1 ; the regression line fitted in Figure 1b is shown as a dashed black line in each panel with 99% confidence bands shaded in gray. (a) The OAS gene cluster (chr12:113300000-113600000 (hg19)), shown to have Neanderthal gene-flow in non-Africans [72] , shows a deviation from genome-wide patterns, particularly in East Asia (green down-pointing triangles). (b) EPAS1 (chr2:46524563-46613836), a gene crucial for high-altitude adaptation in Tibetans [96] and known to bear an introgressed Neanderthal haplotype [74 ] , deviates from genome-wide patterns in the Dai population, a southern Chinese ethnic minority group. There are no Tibetan samples in the HGDP. (c) 11 Mb region surrounding FOXP2 (chr7:113600000-124700000), previously identified as an introgression desert [65 ] . This genomic region has elevated LD worldwide relative to genome-wide patterns (grey dashed regression line), and all populations seem to be equally affected, which may be a signature of background selection/conservation. dynamics over the last $75k years. Indeed, [1] reported that estimates of worldwide levels of archaic admixture ( 8%) are not sufficient to qualitatively change the patterns predicted by the serial founder effect model; also, non-trivial levels of Denisovan ancestry ($2-4%) are currently only observed in Oceanic populations [63, 65 ]. The minimal parameters in the serial founder effect model capture the dominant signal of drift that pervades human population-genomic data, yet oversimplify the complex nature of modern human demographic history. We must account for the strong genomic signatures this history has left on human genomes as we work to identify disease-associated mutations and adaptive mutations [89, 93] . Ultimately, the serial founder effect model has been a useful, parsimonious model for modern human evolutionary history in studies over the last decade. Moving forward, our focus should shift to what we can learn about local genomic regions that differ from the robust genome-wide patterns in summary statistics observed in Figures 1 and 2 . As Cavalli-Sforza [94] noted in the preface to Genes, Peoples, and Languages in reference to the interdisciplinary nature of research in human evolution, 'Singly, each approach [archaeology, genetics, and linguistics] has many lacunae, but hopefully their synthesis can help to fill the gaps.' Our hope is that integrating serial bottlenecks and pulses of archaic admixture into analyses of human population genomic data will offer new insight those traits that uniquely define humans.
